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ARABIAN SLIGHTS

FIRST BOOK: Author Jo

Fury as Aladdin movie ‘browns up’ actors

It’s Fifty
Shades
saucier
for fans

■ by JERRY LAWTON

NEW Disney movie Aladdin
was plunged into a race row
after “browning up” white
actors to play Arabs.

The film giant was blasted for being
“just plain wrong”.

The live action movie, directed by Guy
Ritchie and starring Will Smith, is being
shot in Longcross, Surrey .
Bosses said they had
darkened white people for
roles requiring skills not
readily found in the Asian
community such as stunt
men, dancers and camel
handlers.
But television director
Riaz Meer, of the entertainment union BECTU, said:
“The talent exists and is
accessible.
“There’s no way that duction is just plain wrong.
Asian extras could not have We expect better from all
been hired to meet the filmmakers.’’
Kaushal Odedra, 32, who
needs of the film.”
He added: “Failing to hire was used as an extra on
on-screen talent of the the movie, said that he
right ethnic identity to meet had spotted a queue of 20
the clear needs of this pro- “very fair-skinned’ actors

A HOUSEWIFE’S raunchy
first book is blowing the
stockings off Fifty Shades
Of Grey fans.
Mum-of-two Jo Merrett’s
“bonkbuster”, Reading
Between The Lines, has
won rave reviews.
One reader tweeted:
“I had a slight obsession
with fifty shades BUT
you absolutely wiped
the floor with your
book my fave so far.”
Another said: “How
can I get jobs done when
I’m addicted to your book?”
And one added: “It’s
1.15am and I’m working my
way through chapter
SEVEN! I’m addicted!!!”
The book follows the
gin-fuelled high jinks of
ambitious local newshound
Kate Cleaver.
And Jo, 44, a former
journalist of Woking,
Surrey, admitted: “It’s
quite graphic and loosely
inspired by my own
experiences.
“I started out in
Bracknell, Berks, and the
beginning is set there.
“My husband knows
about the book but he
hasn’t read it.”
She added: “I was halfway
through watching Fifty
Shades and thought, ‘I can
write erotic fiction.’ Now
it has really taken off.”

BURST

Power of
dog poo

BATTLING ON...

A PIECE of the Union Jack
flown from Nelson’s flagship
at the Battle of Trafalgar is
expected to go for £100,000
at a London auction.

jerry.lawton@dailystar.co.uk

To Cover Medical Conditions

Reader
Offer!

Insure your city break for less
even if you aren’t in the best health

R

Monty’s
a Bay
beauty
LOVE Island’s
★
Montana Brown
looks like she’s

auditioning for a role in
Baywatch in her sexy
red swimsuit.
The 22-year-old
brunette was snapped
as she soaked up the
sun and shared a laugh
with pals on a beach
in Barbados.
She attracted
plenty of
admiring glances as
she took a dip in the
surf before practising
a bare-footed
Baywatch run across
the scorching sand.

★

Pictures: BACKGRID

BRITAIN’S first street
lamp to be powered by dog
poo has been installed
at a beauty spot.
Dog walkers in the
Malvern Hills, Worcs,
deposit the poo in a
machine attached to
the lamp.
It is then broken down
by micro-organisms to
produce methane which
powers the light.
Inventor Brian Harper
said he wanted “to give
dog poo a value so people
would do something
sensible with it”.

waiting to have their skin
tone changed.
A Disney spokesman
said: “More than 400 of the
500 background performers were Indian, Middle
Eastern, African, Mediterranean and Asian.
“This is the most diverse cast ever assembled
for a Disney live action
production.’’

Travel Insurance

STAR

PRISONERS
took turns at
potting balls against
snooker legend Jimmy
White when The
Whirlwind turned up for
a fundraising event at
Featherstone prison
in Staffs.

GENIE-OUS:Will
■
Smith stars in the
remake of the classic, left

omantic city breaks abroad are
becoming increasingly more
popular thanks to low cost flights
being offered. Locations like Paris,
Barcelona and Prague can be reached
in a matter of hours, so making sure
the trip doesn’t lose its spark is very
important. If you are travelling with a
pre-existing medical condition, there
may be some anxiety, especially if
medical care could be required and
the insurance policy might prove to be
as expensive as the trip itself.
Star reader Alice was planning a
trip to Barcelona with her husband
but she had some health concerns
and wanted to be sure that the correct
information was included.
“I visited the PayingTooMuch.com
website but I wasn’t sure about one of
my conditions and didn’t want to make
any mistakes filling when setting up
the policy. I received a call back from
Sasha who helped me go through the
process which was really helpful and
put me at ease.”

PayingTooMuch.com have helped
many readers save money. Their
website is easy to use or you can ring
one of their friendly team to get an
instant quote.
Sample quotes*

Via PayingTooMuch.com

£47.13

Age UK

£77.49

Staysure

£83.03

Post Ofﬁce

£96.98

*Premiums based on 2 travellers, 55 and 53,
travelling to Spain for 6 days, 1st October 2017.
Traveller one has Mild asthma, high blood pressure
(1 medication), high cholesterol, type 2 diabetes with
no complications, sleep apnoea with no need for a
machine to help her breathe, Keratoconus with a
corneal transplantation, migraine and anxiety with no
treatment. Traveller 2 has sleep apnoea with no need
for a machine to help him breathe, kidney stones
with no complications & no stones at present and
depression. Both non-smokers. Prices correct at
09/06/2017.
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Call today 01243 214863**
or visit PayingTooMuch.com/TheStar

